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Address SunRise Solar Machinery - item hellas Ltd. 
Thesi Agiou Georgiou 
19300 Aspropirgos

Country Greece

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Based on more than ten years of successful and creative experience in Solar Absorber Construction machines we have the potential to continue
applied innovative solutions in that specialized field of industrial applications. We are proud to be one of the first constructors within this industry.
According our corporate philosophy we steadily develop our products in order to fit them to the customer’s demands and needs. Since the customer’s
needs are not always obvious, sometimes not even known to the customer himself, we offer an essential presales service. During the presales
negotiations both, the customer and our company achieve benefits. The customer has a better spherical idea about his project, the ability to judge
about his real needs and demands and Sunrise has to meet and pass another challenge. Every challenge gives us more experience and more
chances to improve our innovative machines in order to set a new, higher state of the art. Highest standards are taken into consideration in every
stage of production of our machines, from data collection up to the proper delivery, in order to satisfy, as a first step our need to keep our leading role
in our sector. Every successful customer, who is satisfied and proud about his turn key ready solution constructed by sunrise is the best proof of our
leading position in the solar absorber construction machines industry. We build machines that integrate the flexibility of modular design, high quality,
sturdy construction and state of the art operation interface, without any leakage in safety and environment protection issues. As specialists we already
formed a programm of Turn Key solutions that are already operating reliable and producing in installations allover the world. Our machines prove to be
beneficial investments for our customers in Germany, Spain, Turkey, Mexico, USA, Greece, Russia and Cyprus and many other countries. Our
specialization also ensures that we are capable to give reliable and productive solutions to your specific needs as well. To be honest, you will not get
the cheapest machines of the world, but we guaranty the best, quickest return on assets combined with a minimized investment risk to your company.
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